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Prelude
It all started in 2013 with one person asking, “What can be done to make a positive difference in the world?”
This led to how it could be done in just 15 pages, which then became 30 Days to Making a Difference and
the birth of the Points of Life Foundation.
Since then, many people have pitched in to create what the foundation is today. The piece you’re reading,
along with the foundation, is about connecting the world in a long-lasting, positive way, focusing on what we
call “universal truths” as often as possible. Universal truths are perspectives that we all know to be true just
by looking within ourselves – regardless of the angle from which we approach them. These truths can be
applied to any situation and any person from any age group, religion, or nationality. If you are curious about
how to make a difference in your life, in yourself, in others or in the world we all share, these points can be
powerful tools to help you. We are each unique and special, and yet we are all connected in many ways.
What you do with your uniqueness and specialness is up to you. As you read 30 Days to Make a
Difference you will notice that these universal truths exist in countless areas of life.
We want to thank some of the influencers of this work: Oprah Winfrey, Tony Robbins, Adam Khoo, Dale
Carnegie, Napoleon Hill, Bob Burg, John David Mann, David Schwartz, Joseph Bonini, Trevor Maynard,
Jay Schwartz, Debbie and Spencer Jeter.
About Dan and Jamie Humphrey
Points of Life Foundation was founded by Dan and Jamie Humphrey. Through the years, Dan has focused
his life on making a difference for people, families and businesses. As he did this, he found that he
collected a perspective and set of skills that are unique to the world we share. Whether helping the biggest
global corporations or guiding individuals to achieve more of what is important to them, each experience
has taught Dan the perspectives and skills to make a positive difference.
Jamie has an extensive background in management, marketing and merchandising. She has devoted the
last several years to raising three beautiful boys and she continues to volunteer in the local community.
Jamie has contributed her time, expertise and passion in assisting multiple non-profit organizations. She is
President of the local sports association and sits on the local PTA board. Dan and Jamie have shared their
life together for over 15 years. They are both driven by the desire to bring people together and make a
difference to those they come across on their journeys.
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♦
The Points of Life Foundation exists to help people – all people – become their best selves and contribute
good to the greater world. One way we do this is by helping people just like you understand their own
emotional needs as well as the needs of others. We believe it’s one of the most important contributions we
can make to humanity.
We live in times of unprecedented access to information and opportunities to connect with others and share
their wisdom. However, that tidal wave of information can feel overwhelming. At the Points of Life
Foundation, we strive to cut through the “noise” and bring you the most impactful approaches, philosophies
and resources to help you make a quantum leap forward in your human potential and enjoy a lifelong sense
of fulfillment.
We at Points of Life have taken our own journeys in search of answers. Along the way, we’ve studied
people from every angle, and those observations led us to a set of universal truths that can be applied to
any person in any situation, regardless of age or gender, race or religion. They are truths that exist within
all of us – truths that lead to all that is life-affirming, including happiness, creativity, and personal growth.
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How to Use This Document
♦
How often do you think about improving your life?
Have you ever wondered how to make a difference in the lives of others?
Have you ever wished you better understood why people act the way they do?
Do you wonder what it will take for you to be truly happy?
We’re the Points of Light Foundation, and we have a few good points to make. Points that will lead you to
the profound happiness and fulfillment you’ve always wished for.
If any of our opening questions resonated with you, you’re in the right place.
This document will take you through five sections or “challenges”. In some cases, digesting a challenge will
be as simple as reading what we’ve written, then allowing it to “percolate” in your mind over the coming
days. In other cases, we may invite you to participate in an exercise.
You are welcome to read the challenges in this document in any order you wish. You may opt to skip over
certain sections for now, and even skip exercises. Just know that they’re here for you when you’re ready to
explore them. You might also find yourself referring back to this document to reacquaint yourself with points
you found particularly helpful. Quite simply, there’s no way to get it wrong.
However, if you’re up for making a difference, we challenge you to make your way through this document
within the next 30 days. We’re confident that at the end of those 30 days, you will have made a difference
in your life, and quite possibly in the lives of others. In simple terms, you will have added more “goodness”
to your life – and in just one month! We’ve even provided you with a tracker to help you recognize how you
meet the six key human emotional needs – something we’ll be discussing in Challenge #4.
What have you got to lose? Or perhaps the more important question is, can you imagine how much you
have to gain?
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Challenge #1:
Understanding How to Fill Your Life with Good
GIVE more good to GET more good and BECOME great
Let’s start with the idea of “good”. In this document, when we use the terms “good” or “goodness”, we’re
referring to the following collection of eight universally “good” qualities:









Love
Compassion
Forgiveness
Faith
Hope
Gratitude
Honesty
Helpfulness

With every day and every action, ask yourself, “is this adding goodness to my life?” If you’re about to take
an action that’s devoid of any of these qualities, you might want to reconsider.
♦
Have you ever wondered why some people are happier than others?
Have you ever wondered why good things appear to happen more frequently to some people, but not all?
There’s a good chance it has something to do with immediate gratification. Most of us succumb to
immediate gratification on a regular basis. We want what we want, and we want it now.
Unfortunately, this is a huge source of disappointment (and ultimately, unhappiness) in our lives. When we
look for immediate gratification, on some level, we feel selfish. So first, we’re letting ourselves down.
On another level, often what we want doesn’t come to us exactly the way we want it, or when we want it.
So we’re feeling let-down a second time. Double-whammy!
One antidote to this kind of unhappiness is to give more. When we give, we’re allowing less room for the
part of us that wants, wants, wants. And when we give, we must give without any expectation of getting
something we want in return. In fact, let’s assume we’ll get no benefit whatsoever from giving (except
maybe to feel good that we’ve helped someone).
If we have a hidden agenda, we’ll probably wind up disappointed or bitter. If we’re dishonest with ourselves
about why we’re giving (to get something back), we also invite disappointment.
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However, keep in mind that the more “goodness” we give (remember the eight qualities?), the more likely
we are to be rewarded, in both the long and short-term. It’s a good idea to keep our eyes open for reward
and opportunity that comes to us from other directions. That’s often how the universe works.
♦
Have you ever heard the phrase, “the ends justify the means”? Here’s an explanation from an online
source, The Free Dictionary by Farlex:
You can use bad or immoral methods as long as you accomplish something good by using them.
In trying to do good, we can either, a) use bad or immoral methods, and justify it to ourselves because the
end result is good; or b) we can find a way of doing good with entirely good intentions, breeding good
results in the end.
Admittedly, option “b” requires more work. It’s often a lot easier to get where we want to go by lying,
cheating, stealing, etc. We can tell ourselves “the ends justify the means”. However, it’s a lazy person’s
path.
We would rather put in a little more effort and go with option “a”. Along the way to attaining a goal, we
encourage you to check every step for qualities of goodness.
EXERCISE: Take the list of good qualities above and cut it out, print it out or copy it. Keep it
somewhere you will see it often. Read it regularly. This one simple practice will bring more of these
qualities into your life, and you’ll find you have more of the same qualities to give to others. Try it!
EXERCISE – 30-DAY TRACKER: If you look at the 30-Day Tracker on page 18, you’ll notice a column
on the far right, “Where I can give more goodness”. At the end of each day, reflect on situations in
your life in which you can give more goodness. Write down at least one idea. If you have more than
one idea, feel free to make a list on a separate sheet of paper. By bringing these ideas into your
awareness and writing them down, you become more likely to act on them, thereby filling your life
and the world with more goodness.
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Challenge #2:
Learning How to Focus on What Is Most Important
Let’s begin this challenge by discussing wants versus needs.
It’s human nature to want things that make us happy. However, if a “want” is strong enough and goes long
enough without being fulfilled, our brain convinces us that our want is actually a “need”. In that process, the
thing we want is elevated in priority (for example, we think about it all the time), to a point where we modify
our behaviors and formulate plans to satisfy that want.
We believe a big key to happiness is being aware of the things we want and recognizing them as “wants”
instead of “needs”. We also believe that giving in to a particular want too often – or the opposite, completely
ignoring it – only serves to turn our “wants” into “needs”.
Most of us have very few basic needs: food, water, oxygen, shelter from the elements. We have both basic
physical needs and six emotional needs (which we will address on page 10).We don’t truly “need” fifty pairs
of shoes, a six-figure sports car, or a newer smartphone. Those are wants.
However, being convinced of having too many “needs” leads to unhappiness. It is a universal truth that the
more we focus on our wants, the less happy we become with what we have.
Instead, in our quest for wholeness, we need to work toward a state in which: a) all of our basic needs are
satisfied; b) all of our emotional needs are met; and c) all of our emotional wants are recognized and
contained.
In this balanced state, we’re able to be the most objective about ourselves and other people. When we’re
not operating from a state of “need”, we can see things from the clearest possible vantage point.
PAUSE AND THINK: Over the past week, how many things have you said you needed? Which ones
were true “needs”, required to sustain your life, and which were actually “wants”?
♦
Many of us think the key to happiness is going after what we want and enjoying a sense of accomplishment
when we attain it.
The problem with that line of thought is that the moment we get what we wanted, we’re left with a void. In
order to fill that void, we want something else and take action to get it. For many, it becomes a life-long,
ultimately unsatisfying pattern. It seems the more we want, the less happy we are with what we have.
Sometimes we think we know what we want, and we go after it – but then we get mixed emotions about our
goal. That uneasiness is carried through in our decision-making, which may be why we procrastinate.
We believe one key to human happiness is the ability to shift our attention and energy away from the things
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we want, to what’s most important. Learning to effectively determine what’s most important (and what’s less
important) will change your life, and have a dramatically positive effect on those with whom you share
your life.
When we focus more on what matters most rather than what we want, we feel more satisfied, fulfilled, and
happy. It’s applicable to any situation.
This refocusing can also make it much easier to make decisions, especially the tough ones. We can use
what matters most as reference points, letting them show us what to do and leading us to a life of
happiness and increased goodness.
EXERCISE: Need help deciding what’s most important to you? Try this. Make a list of everything
you can think of that matters to you. It can include people you love, qualities you try to
demonstrate, values and feelings. It might also include the things you take into account when
making major decisions.
Next, review your list and looks for commonalities. For example, you might have your spouse,
children, and parents all on the list, but you could group them together into one category called
“loved ones”. What else can you group together?
Finally, whittle your list down to your top three. Easy? Not necessarily. But also not that difficult if
you’re staying honest with yourself and listening carefully for the answers within.
Your top three are what’s most important to you.
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Challenge #3:
Change and Its Impact on Happiness
Change. It’s a doozy. Whether a change is the best thing that’s ever happened to us or the worst, change
and fear go hand-in-hand. And change is one of the biggest triggers of unhappiness in all of humanity.
However, there will always be change. It’s a fact of life. So if we want to be truly happy in the long-term, we
need to learn how to manage change instead of reacting to it.
The key? Where we put our focus.
Imagine you’re sitting in a car that’s traveling fast down the highway. When you look out the side window,
what do you see? A rapidly changing landscape: trees whipping by, seemingly at a dangerous speed. But
peer out the front window at the road ahead, and the pace feels much slower. Finally, if you stare only at
the dashboard inside the car, the pace of change feels almost nonexistent.
How we handle change is greatly affected by where we choose to put our focus. By focusing on what’s
most important, it allows for less stress when less important things change. We can focus our energy on
keeping the most important things the same, and letting go of less important things.
PAUSE AND THINK: If you were facing a huge amount of change, what aspects of your life MUST be
kept the same in order for you to feel secure and happy?
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Challenge #4:
Understanding Your Emotional Needs for
Long-Term Happiness
Our decisions and behaviors are driven by our emotions more than by logic.
Think about something you’ve struggled to change in your life. For example, maybe you’ve wanted to stop
smoking, but you find yourself falling back into the same patterns of behavior.
It’s frustrating, isn’t it? When it comes to kicking a bad habit, logic just doesn’t work on us. Why do we
continue doing the things we don’t want to do?
Because smoking (or overeating, or any other habit) doesn’t meet
our emotional needs. We’ve replaced what we really need
emotionally with a bad habit.
We sometimes feel similar frustration in relationships. We want
great relationships with our family and friends, but we keep
returning to the same old arguments and conflicts. Why? Because
of a mismatch between our needs and the needs of the other
party.
As human beings, our decisions and behaviors are almost
ALWAYS driven by a need to meet one or more of the six human
emotional needs. We all have them. And if we want to better
ourselves and our lives, we must understand all the elements that make up our human whole.
That’s why we sometimes do things that don’t make any sense at all – because we’re trying to meet those
six emotional needs.
So what are the six human emotional needs?


Human Need #1: CERTAINTY
We all need to feel a sense of security – that feeling that “everything will be OK”. Certainty gives us
peace of mind.
All humans have this need in common, but the strategies we use to meet this need can be very
different. Some people use destructive strategies like overeating, smoking, or drinking alcohol.
Others gain a sense of certainty by being a “control freak” or by throwing a tantrum.
However, not all coping strategies are unhealthy. For example, some people gain a sense of
certainty from their faith. Others use empowering mantras like, “I know I’ll get through this” or
“Everything happens for a reason”. Some people can get to a more secure place by exercising,
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meditating, or calling a friend.
PAUSE AND THINK: When you feel anxious, unsure, or under pressure, how do you meet
your need for certainty?


Human Need #2: UNCERTAINTY
Wait a minute – weren’t we just talking about certainty? Yes, and believe it or not, all human beings
also need a certain level of uncertainty with their certainty.
What would it be like if we were all born with a complete knowledge of what was going to happen
to us every day of our lives? Sounds pretty boring,
doesn’t it? That’s why there’s such a thing as bored
billionaires. One can have so much money and
certainty that life is all but stripped of challenges and
surprises.
By the same token, a person in a predictable marriage
might grow restless and want to shake things up –
maybe by creating problems to solve, seeking new
challenges in life or at work, changing routines or
otherwise stirring up conflict (sometimes
subconsciously). We need emotional stimulation, and
our brains will often do anything to create it.
So think about “uncertainty” in this context as variety,
surprise or challenge. How do people meet this need?
There are unhealthy ways, like abusing drugs or
alcohol, “sleeping around” or picking fights. Then there are healthier ways, like trying a new sport
or hobby, taking on a new challenge at work, meeting new people, trying a new recipe or a different
style of clothes.
Even better, there are super-constructive strategies that can really change our lives for the better,
like starting a business, writing a book, enrolling in college, traveling for pleasure or participating in
a humanitarian project.
PAUSE AND THINK: How do you meet your need for excitement, change, spontaneity,
“uncertainty”?



Human Need 3: SIGNIFICANCE
We all need to feel like we matter in the world; that we’re special, important.
Some of us pursue that feeling by collecting college degrees, career success or wealth. We could
gain significance by seeking titles or promotions, or creating identities that express our uniqueness
and individuality to the world around us.
We all have an inherent need and desire to feel significant to the world.
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PAUSE AND THINK: How do you meet your need to feel special, important or unique?


Human Need #4: CONNECTION
This is a powerful one: the need to feel connected to other people; to “belong”.
Some people meet that need by finding a significant
other or getting married; others, through sex. Some
seek connection by joining a group, making friends,
reconnecting with old friends, engaging with the
environment, or interacting with animals.
Sometimes, people try to stimulate a negative sense
of connection by abusing drugs or alcohol, or even by
playing the victim – for example, getting “sick” or
fostering chaos so others will show them attention,
sympathy, or both.
PAUSE AND THINK: What do you do to feel
connected to others?



Human Need #5: GROWTH
In nature, any living thing is either growing or dying. It’s the same for people. We all have an
inherent need and desire for growth. We feel the need to learn more, get better, take things to the
next level. When we stop wanting to flourish, we’re no longer fully living. Often people who’ve given
up on themselves emotionally become ill, immobile or die sooner than necessary. Growth is life, life
is growth!



Human Need #6: CONTRIBUTION

Finally, we all feel the need to contribute to the greater world. Despite an inherent selfishness to survive
and thrive, we all have an inherent need and desire to make a difference to something greater than
ourselves. We want to build, repair, rescue, create. Billionaire philanthropists dwell in this space often.
There you have them – the six emotional needs that motivate almost everything we do. And if we want to
enjoy long-term, sustainable happiness, it’s crucial that we remain aware of those needs and recognize
how we meet them from day to day.
EXERCISE: For the next 30 days, take a daily inventory of the six emotional needs and how you’re
meeting them. Ask yourself how well you’ve met each need and give it a rating of between 1 (not
meeting the need at all) and 10 (need is met completely). Use the tracker on page 18.
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Challenge #5:
Building Healthy Relationships
We’re all thirsting for more value in our relationships. And the more goodness we give, the more goodness
we’ll receive from others. It’s a strong argument for bringing goodness into every relationship we have.
Let’s take a look at the four main types of human relationships:





Acquaintance Relationships
Situational Relationships
Partnership Relationships
Familial Relationships

Acquaintance Relationships
These types of relationships can last for a moment, or a lifetime. They’re
usually based on commonalities between ourselves and others. For
example, we might have an acquaintance with someone because we go
to the same school, are on the same softball team, or share an interest.
Acquaintance relationships can struggle through change. An
acquaintance relationship will continue as-is for as long as the focus of
our conversation stays on what we have in common. When we venture
beyond, we make ourselves vulnerable to potential conflict and pain if the
other party finds it difficult to accept us in our uniqueness.
Sometimes acquaintance relationships are based on a shared want. As long as our wants stay aligned, the
relationship can continue unchanged. But when one party begins to want something different, conflict can
erupt.
This happens not just between individuals, but in organizations, too. As long as everyone shares a common
vision for the company, things are great. But often in business, companies struggle to clearly articulate their
long-term values and objectives. As a result, employees don’t understand where to direct their focus.

Situational Relationships
These relationships are built around types of situations. For each person in the relationship, the focus is on
satisfying one of the six human emotional needs. (The parties’ needs won’t necessarily be the same.)
Let’s recap those six human emotional needs from Challenge #1:




Certainty
Challenge/Surprise
Growth
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Significance
Contribution
Connection

In a situational relationship, we know we can get a specific emotional need met on a recurring basis – from
the same person and/or in the same types of situations. For example, whenever we need to feel
challenge/surprise, we might call our friend Mary to go out dancing, because we know she’s a real live wire.
We may or may not be aware of the pattern.
This is also how situational roles develop in relationships. For example, maybe John plays the role of our
“rock”, because he always makes us feel safe.
Sometimes, it might be a group of people or situations we depend on for an emotional need, rather than an
individual.
Sometimes, a situational relationship can become a co-dependent relationship. This is a relationship in
which one or all parties form an ongoing pattern of sacrificing their own emotional needs for the needs of
the other.
A situational relationship can last for many years, as long as both parties are getting an emotional need
satisfied.

Partnership Relationships
Partnerships can be romantic, work-related, or friendship-oriented. They can go from healthy to unhealthy,
and back to healthy again. Partnerships can survive many big changes, while maintaining certain key
elements. Partnerships can last for a period of time, or for a lifetime.
In a partnership, the relationship often takes on a life of its own. It relies on the
care and attention of all parties. The partnership can flourish or die, depending
on the level of shared commitment. It has its own set of needs separate from
the individual needs of the parties. The more mentally healthy the parties are,
the stronger the relationship becomes.
Of all the types of relationships one can build, a partnership is the most
challenging – but also the most rewarding, which is why it’s so highly soughtafter.
Every healthy partnership will contain each of the six human emotional needs:






Certainty (the constant)
Uncertainty/Challenge
Growth
Significance
Contribution
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Connection

These elements are not built overnight. To achieve a true partnership, each party must regularly address
these needs, nurturing the relationship in an ongoing way. This is what you may have heard of as a “strong
foundation”.

Familial Relationships
We all have relationships that we consider family, whether they’re our
family by birth, our given family, by marriage, or by choice.
Familial relationships can be distant or close, accepting or challenging,
loving or jealous. Because of the intimacy and history of these
relationships, there are few patterns that exist beyond those we create for
ourselves.
Like partnerships, familial relationships can be challenging, but equally as rewarding. But unlike
partnerships in which we must make a constant effort to keep them healthy, we can go for years without
communicating with our family and yet in one conversation, pick up right where we left off.
♦
Building healthy relationships isn’t something that can be neatly summed up in just a few pages. Human
beings are complex animals, and we can really complicate matters when we come together. However, we
can improve our relationships by leaps and bounds by first understanding the nature of a given relationship,
and what commonly rocks the boat in that type of relationship.
It’s also important to remember that in every relationship we have, we play our own role. We are always
contributing to every relationship we have in some way – even in our relationships with ourselves. And in
every relationship, we will be more successful and have a more fulfilling experience when we are honest
with ourselves.
It takes courage to be honest with ourselves. But in doing so, we can greatly improve our relationships and
our lives overall.
Being honest with ourselves is a first step to being honest with others.
Plus, when we lie to ourselves, it creates confusion in our interactions with others. Think about it: they don’t
know that the things we’re telling ourselves aren’t true. So our words and behaviors may lead to
bewildering conversations that don’t truly reflect what we think, feel or believe.
A big benefit of being honest with ourselves is that it reveals to us great truths that can change our lives for
the better. If you want to revolutionize your life, you won’t find a complete roadmap in pop psychology,
success motivation or inspirational stories. Those resources are incomplete. The most potent guidance can
be found inside of you – but you won’t hear it if you’re lying to yourself about who you are, what you want,
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or what you feel. The truths within you are eternal truths that will always be right for you. They’re the
stepping stones to taking what’s possible and making it your reality.
When our emotions are in line with our thoughts, our actions and the world around us, we are most happy.
Conflict is created when there is misalignment.
♦
We believe life is meant to be lived. And living is not always neat and tidy. Sometimes we make a mess of
things. We sometimes make choices that lead us away from goodness. That’s part of the nature of being
human and being alive.
Therefore, we also believe in forgiving ourselves for our mistakes. And we must forgive ourselves first
before we can truly forgive others.
Forgiveness is important, because without it, we can’t see the lesson in our mistakes. And without learning
from our past mistakes, we remain chained to them – and that’s a surefire recipe for unhappiness.
♦
Finally, we’ve hand-picked the following three insights to share with you. Why these? Because in our
experience, they make a universally positive impact on human relationships wherever they’re practiced:
♦ Maya Angelou said, “I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how you made them feel.” Strive to leave each person with whom you interact
feeling better than they did before they spoke with you.
♦ When we make a moment all about ourselves, we inevitably feel empty. In any relationship, remember to
be mindful of the other’s point of view. Take an active interest in them; remove the focus from yourself.
♦ When we make eye contact with others, we’re paving the way for an even deeper connection. Walk with
your head held high, knowing you have something special to give. Be open to engaging with others. It only
takes a moment of eye contact and the word “hello” to seed a special relationship that could last for years.
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♦
Sometimes people come into your life and you know right away
that they were meant to be there,
to serve some sort of purpose, teach you a lesson,
or to help you figure out who you are or who you want to become.
You never know who these people may be
(possibly your roommate, neighbor, co-worker, long lost friend, lover, or even a complete stranger),
but when you lock eyes with them,
you know at that very moment
they will affect your life in some profound way.
And sometimes things happen to you that may seem horrible, painful, and unfair at first,
but in reflection you find that without overcoming those obstacles,
you would have never realized your potential, strength, willpower, or heart.
Everything happens for a reason.
Nothing happens by chance or by means of good luck.
Illness, injury, love, lost moments of true greatness, and sheer stupidity
all occur to test the limits of your soul.
Without these small tests, whatever they may be, life would be like
a smoothly paved, straight, flat road to nowhere.
It would be safe and comfortable, but dull and utterly pointless.
The people you meet who affect your life,
and the success and downfalls you experience,
help to create who you are and who you become.
Even the bad experiences can be learned from.
In fact, they are probably the most poignant and important ones.
If someone hurts you, betrays you, or breaks your heart,
forgive them,
for they have helped you learn about trust and the importance of being cautious when you open your heart.
If someone loves you,
love them back unconditionally,
not only because they love you, but because in a way, they are teaching you to love
and how to open your heart and eyes to things.
Make every day count.
Appreciate every moment and take from those moments everything that you possibly can,
for you may never be able to experience it again.
Talk to people that you have never talked to before, and actually listen.
Let yourself fall in love, break free, and set your sights high.
Hold your head up because you have every right to.
Tell yourself you are a great individual and believe in yourself,
for if you don't believe in yourself, it will be hard for others to believe in you.
You can make of your life anything you wish.
Create your own life and then go out and live it with absolutely no regrets.
Most importantly, if you LOVE someone,
tell him or her, for you never know what tomorrow may have in store.
And learn a lesson in life each day that you live.
That's The Story of Life.
- Author Unknown
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Points of Life

30-DAY TRACKER
START DATE: __________
DAY

Day of
the
Week

Certainty

Uncertainty

Connection

Significance

Growth

Contribution

Where I can give
more goodness

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
For the next 30 days, take a daily inventory of the six emotional needs and how you’re meeting them. Ask yourself how well you’ve met each need and give it a
rating of between 1 (not meeting the need at all) and 10 (need is met completely).
Notice a column on the far right, “Where I can give more goodness”. At the end of each day, reflect on situations in your life in which you can give more
goodness. Write down at least one idea. If you have more than one idea, feel free to make a list on a separate sheet of paper. By bringing these ideas into your
awareness and writing them down, you become more likely to act on them, thereby filling your life and the world with more goodness.

www.pointsoflifefoundation.com
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Points of Life Foundation
www.pointsoflifefoundation.com
Phone (804) 293-0294

POLF’s Vision: To connect the world in a long-lasting, positive way.
POLF’s Mission: To make a positive difference in the lives of people, groups and businesses by inspiring
deeper connections through openness, honesty and simplicity, and providing an opportunity to grow trust
and understanding.
POLF’s Values: Openness/Honesty, Giving, Understanding, Trust/Integrity, Connection, Leadership, Love
Services/Knowledge/Understanding offered through the foundation:
Problem-solving
Making a difference in the lives of others
Establishing trust
Understanding ourselves and our needs
Dealing with surprise
Making a connection
Increasing effective communication
Influencing people
Conflict resolution
Strategy

Relationship-building
Gaining certainty
Building a community
Managing change
Filling our lives with goodness
Focusing on values and principles
Leadership versus management
Organization
Refocusing life on what is important
Team-building

POLF’s Community Partners
Services/Knowledge/Understanding offered through the foundation’s certified community partners:
Relationship counseling
Realty services
Childcare
Career coaching
Life coaching
Home and business repair services
Nutrition and wellness coaching
Financial Services: investments, insurance, mortgages, debt management, retirement
POLF’s Community Programs: The foundation provides community programs that address the physical
and emotional needs of the world while creating empowering paths for individuals.
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